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“Love working with them – clever and hardworking 
and deliver thoughtful, beautiful solutions”

Maretha Spies
Chief Operating Officer - African Unity Life

www.typedev.io // info@typedev.co.za
Directors: Dave Jacobs // Werner van der Vyver // Rudolf Lamprecht
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UX/UI STRATEGY
Like the skilled artisan we are we try to visualize the end result before even touching the 

paper. UI design is like the light outlines that drawn at first to get the basic objects in proper 
perspective. Lines of code are like strokes of a brush, every drawn with care and precision. 

Using this strategy we refine the initial ideas, add finishing touches and look at concepts from 
every angle to ensure that it is exactly how they want their work to be.
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OUR STORY

Founded in 2014 as a five-person company, {type}DEV has evolved 
into a multinational, software development house. Though we have 
grown, at our core, we are Master Software Crafters in the tradition 
of the guilds of old.

“Redefining customer experience”
Minal Kooverjee

Executive Head: Software Development - Brolink

Perfection is not a virtue, it’s a mindset. We instill projects with 
quality, finesse and reverence – elevating each project to a piece 
of art. Craftmanship accentuates attitude and demands years of 
acquiring knowledge and experience, to refine the aptitude for 
delivering bespoke cross-industry solutions. Emphasis is placed on 
skills and how we transform the unknown into the known, with artistry. 
 
Ready to see your project idea become reality? {type}DEV delivers 
digital and creative solutions to businesses of all types and sizes.
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TEAM UP

“No one can whistle a symphony. It takes a whole 
orchestra to play it.” — Halford E. Luccock

TEAM UP



TEAM UP

TEAM UP
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Every successful journey starts with a competent team. We cover all 
traditional and emerging roles to ensure your project succeeds.
 
Specialising in Software Architecture, Project Planning and 
Consultation, our team of Master Software Crafters will assist you 
in conceptualising, analysing, designing, developing, coding, 
researching, planning, measuring and optimising your dream solution. 

 
On contracting {type}DEV, you will have access to a highly 
personalised service, delivered by a team of very skilled and 
passionate architects, designers and engineers. We enjoy working 
closely with our clients utilising a Hybrid Agile Methodology. 

Alignment of designs according 
to value proposition and vision

Defining what needs to be 
done to achieve said value 

proposition/vision

The use of frameworks to assist 
with solutions engineering

Carrying out the ideated designs 
with great experience

High fidelity mock-ups & 
interactive screen flow design

STRATEGIC ANALYSIS PROBLEM & REQUIREMENTS 
ANALYSIS IDEATION

USER EXPERIENCE & USABILITY 
INTEGRATION DESIGN
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ARCHITECT A LASTING SOLUTION

ARCHITECT A LASTING SOLUTION

“It is essential to have good tools, but it is also 
essential that the tools should be used in the right 
way.” — Wallace D. Wattles



ARCHITECT A LASTING SOLUTION

ARCHITECT A LASTING SOLUTION
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When embarking on a software development journey, choosing the right 
technologies for your project, is a critically important step to ensuring your 
product or service delivers successfully. At {type}DEV, we guide our clients at 
every point of our journey, inspiring confidence that your decisions are always 
informed by expert opinion and accountability. 

As Master Software Crafters, we know what tools work best for the job at hand, 
having gleaned implicit understanding of technologies, based on their reliability 
and stability, and for their versatility within projects ranging from enterprise-wide 
systems to single applications. 

If you have preferences for specific technologies, our team will find optimal 
ways to employ them. Conversely, should you require complete assistance in 
selecting every tool for the job, we will happily walk you through all aspects of 
consideration.

Building software can be a daunting undertaking. Let us help you apply best 
practices, use appropriate tools and craft a solution to take your market by 
storm. 
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SHIP QUALITY SOFTWARE

SHIP QUALITY SOFTWARE

“The value of achievement lies in the achieving.” 
— Albert Einstein
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SHIP QUALITY SOFTWARE

SHIP QUALITY SOFTWARE

Quality
There is no substitute for exceptional quality work. Each application we build 
is structured according to best-practice patterns and methodologies and 
nothing, but the highest standards are accepted.

Value
As a custom software boutique in the competitive software marketplace, we 
are large enough to have all the expertise required to build top-notch systems, 
yet small enough to keep it affordable for you, our client.

Using technical jargon to elevate perceived expertise, will not navigate your 
project to its destination. Successful arrival is what matters most. As Master 
Software Crafters, you can rest assured that {type}DEV will deliver your project 
on time, within budget and to the highest standards, without exception.

Commitment
We understand that you are wanting a service that renders a solution. So, 
when you hire us to get a particular outcome, we keep working until you get 
it. That is our guarantee.



SHIP QUALITY SOFTWARE
With over two centuries of combined software development experience and 
over 100 projects under our belt, we have the know-how to solve your problem 
and to realise your software ideas.

SHIP QUALITY SOFTWARE
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Insurance

Sport
& Recreation

Logistics Internet Of Things
(Iot)

Healthcare

Asset Management
& Tracking

Education
& Training

Telecommunications

Financial

Digital Forensics

Fleet Management

Enterprise Human
Resources



SHIP QUALITY SOFTWARE
Recognition
As we continuously strive to deliver products of quality, we are proud when the 
products worked on are recognised for their outstanding quality. Below are 
examples of recent awards these products received:
• Pineapple, a Fintech application won MTN 2018’s Consumer App Of The Year. 

Although the application was developed under the Pineapple Tech name, 
{type}DEV was the key contributor on the project, involved from concept to 
launch of the product.

• Ctrl, another Fintech company based in Cape Town, won MTN 2018’s Best 
Financial Solution Of The Year. {type}DEV played a crucial role in developing 
integration layers between the Ctrl application and Brolink’s Websure policy 
administration system.

MTN Consumer  
App Of The Year  

2018

MTN Best Financial  
Solution Of The  

Year 2018

SHIP QUALITY SOFTWARE
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EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING

EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING

“A dream you dream alone is only a dream. A 
dream you dream together is reality.” — Yoko Ono



EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING
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EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING

CLICK  TO  VIEW  THE  DESKTOP  INTERACTIVE  PROTOTYPE

Client: Genasys Technologies 

Genasys is a comprehensive and 
dynamic insurance administration 
management system that can be 
applied to any insurance business, 
regardless of currency, language or 
destination.  Genasys Technologies 
needed assistance in designing and 
developing the frontend of their new 
B2C platform whilst syncing it with 
their existing B2B platform.

https://xd.adobe.com/view/a30d1402-746f-421d-4207-edec6d8de47e-d53c/
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EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING

CLICK  TO  VIEW  THE  DESKTOP  LIVE  WEBSITE

Client: Card Curator

Card Curator is a mobile application 
that helps users track their reward 
programs dedicated to their various 
credit cards. It assists the user to set up 
goals that they would like to achieve 
on these programs and suggests the 
best card to use for each purchase to 
reach these goals.

https://www.cardcurator.com/


EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING
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EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING

My Transactions

By providing us with an estimate of 
your monthly transactions, we can 
generate more “earnings” for you.

My Goals

Let’s specify how to make the most 
out of your credit card usage

My Rewards

By adding your active rewards 
programs and total of accumulated 
points, we can help you reach your 
goals faster

Profile set-up

Profile Set-Up > My Rewards

Page 14 of 41

My Rewards

Do you have any current reward 
programs?

By adding your active rewards programs and 
your accumulated points, you can reach your 

goals faster.

 Note: This will update your Optimal Wallet

Enter the total accumulated points

Select a program

What is your program status?

Finish

Connect

Skip

Connect your AwardWallet account

AwardWallet helps you track frequent flyer 
miles, bank and hotel points.

What is AwardWallet?

My Rewards

Pick a program type

Bank

Hotel

Airline

My Rewards

Do you have any current reward 
programs?

By adding your active rewards programs and 
your accumulated points, you can reach your 

goals faster.

 Note: This will update your Optimal Wallet

Enter the total accumulated points

Select a program

Finish

Connect

Skip

Connect your AwardWallet account

AwardWallet helps you track frequent flyer 
miles and hotel points as well as book

reward tickets.

What is AwardWallet?

Got it!

What is AwardWallet?

AwardWallet is a free points and 
miles management tool, that helps 
you manage your reward balances 
all in one place.  They support over 

700 loyalty programs.

Page 3 of 41

Loading Screen > Splash screen > Login Screen for an already registered user

Login

Sign up

Making Credit Cards
Work for You

Use the right card at the right time.
To maximize returns for next-to-free travel,

or cash back

Welcome back!

Please enter your password to login

Login

****************

Forgot password?

Page 35 of 41

Home > Edit Transaction

My Earnings

Stats History Signup bonus

Fuel 
15:00 PM

Phones/Cable/Internet 
11:00 AM

Groceries 
09:00 AM

Restaurants/Bars 
23 Nov, 2019

$75

$15

$35

$100

Transactions

$935.15$935.15
Earned

$105.23$105.23

My latest signup bonus progress
Citi ThankYou Premier Card

90%

My Earnings

$ 1,725$ 1,725
Which we value at

We have earned you 80,000 pointsWe have earned you 80,000 points

$5,000

My Monthly Expenditure

My Earnings

Stats History Signup bonus

Other
15:00 PM

Phones/Cable/Internet 
11:00 AM

Groceries 
09:00 AM

Restaurants/Bars 
23 Nov, 2019

$10

$15

$35

$100

Transactions

$935.15$935.15
Earned

$105.23$105.23

My latest signup bonus progress
Citi ThankYou Premier Card

90%

My Earnings

$ 1,725$ 1,725
Which we value at

We have earned you 80,000 pointsWe have earned you 80,000 points

$5,000

My Monthly Expenditure

Edit Transaction

Change the category of your transaction

Airfare Gas Groceries

Phone/Cable
/Internet

Non-airfare 
travel

Restaurants
/Bars

Other

Would you like to edit your 
transaction amount?

$ 75

Confirm

Edit Transaction

Change the category of your transaction

Airfare Gas Groceries

Phone/Cable
/Internet

Non-airfare 
travel

Restaurants
/Bars

Other

Would you like to edit your 
transaction amount?

$ 10

Confirm



EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING
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EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING

Client: African Unity Life

African Unity Life provides a variety 
of insurance products, specifically 
long-term life, medical and health 
insurance packages, as well as 
financial services to groups or 
individuals, in the form of long-term 
insurance products.  {type}DEV was 
contracted with the task of building 
a complete custom and bespoke 
software solution that would act as 
a policy administration system (PAS) 
to handle all administrative and 
financial operations for both internal 
and external use by intermediaries.

CLICK  TO  VIEW  THE  DESKTOP  LIVE  WEBSITE

https://safpp.africanunitylife.co.za/


EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING
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EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING
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EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING
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Client: Influapp

Influapp is the review-for-reward app 
that brings together loved ones and 
local businesses. They are the excit-
ing new community where you can 
share what you love with those you 
love and earn rewards as you go. 
Make and receive contactless easy 
payment from friends to friends, cus-
tomers to business, wherever you 
go. By signing up to become an In-
fluapp Affiliate, your business will be 
noticed on the feeds and streams 
of all their Members’ social media 
and on Influapp listings. {type}DEV 
was contracted to conduct the 
strategy analysis, market research 
and UI designs for the application.   
Development is ongoing. 

CLICK  TO  VIEW  THE  DESKTOP  LIVE  WEBSITE

https://www.weareinfluapp.com/


EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING
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EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING

Feed

Waga

20 %

Cashback near me

My friends (24)        View all

Michelle Botha
Kauai            4,3 km

5% Voucher

Pieter Medina
Capital Craft                     4,3 km

30% Voucher

Vouchers Messages

Cashback earned:

$30.25

Explore Invites ProfileHome Pay

Post

Search

0 Results showing

RECENT SEARCHES

Calamari

Ice Hockey

MuseumEventsRestaurant Grocery Spa

Restaurant

Restaurants

Groceries

Music
Events

Sporting 
Events

Retail

Health 
& Beauty

Vouchers Messages

g

Explore Invites ProfileHome Pay

Post

Sharing Experiences
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EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING
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Client: BoredPass 

BoredPass, a start-up in the recre-
ational tourism sector, contracted 

CLICK  TO  VIEW  THE  DESKTOP  LIVE  WEBSITE

{type}DEV to develop their global 
solution from the ground up. The 
solution is premised on geo-location, 
coupled with an open-source, user 
generated content model to facilitate 
international scalability.

https://boredpass.com/


EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING
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EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING
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Our Master Software Crafters treat every project 
and assignment with the utmost focus and 
dedication to ensure the quality of our work 
fosters longstanding relationships with our clients. 
At {type}DEV, we live our dreams, and invite you 
to do the same by journeying together to realise 
your grandest project vision.

Modern users expect more than just working 
software. We specialize in building experiences 
that will leave your users craving more. 

EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BREATHTAKING

“We appreciate their attention to detail and 
creative approach to bringing our exact 

needs and requirements to life!”
Shanai Misra

Development & Operations Manager - Bidvest Data Gauteng



Ready to see your dream 
become a reality?
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Email:
info@typedev.io

Pretoria:
+27 83 464 4775

 
#46 Norma Jean Square, 244 Jean Avenue 

Lyttelton, Die Hoewes, Pretoria, 0157

Cape Town:
+27 79 898 2071

First floor, Carbon House, Springfield Office Park 
 #109 Jip de Jager Drive, De Bron, Cape Town, 7530

Vienna:
+43 660 347 9079

Liechtensteinstraße 111/115 
1090 Wien

info@typedev.io
https://www.facebook.com/typedev
https://twitter.com/TypeDev1
https://www.instagram.com/typedev1/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqKutvPW5wtx3Py9Ty2qf7Q
https://www.linkedin.com/company/typedev

